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These easy to do magic tricks make a great addition to the booth presentation. 1000 pcs. 
minimum for custom items. 

In addition to the prices quoted, there is a set-up fee of $50.00 per screen per color (4 max). 

There is no additional screen charge for a one color imprint.  $40.00 Color Match. .15/Card per 
additional color. 

 

 

 

Crystal Puzzle Box: As much a magic trick as it is a 
puzzle, this ingenious box will keep people talking. 
Though apparently impossible to open, inside this box 
can be placed any one of a number of incentive items, 
from business cards and vital information to candy or 
prizes. Easy to open once you know the secret.  
$1500.00/M

Magical Block: Magically change a penny into a dime, 
all with the power of your logo! The magical block is a 
simple, effective and eye-popping trick. Your logo or 
information can be screened on the back of this 
product.  $1500.00/M 

Three Card Monte: Our most popular giveaway.  In 
effect the center card changes to a card with your logo. 
$1250.00/M



Tel-A-Vision Box: A mind reading effect. Spectator 
selects their favorite color of six on a plastic cube (one 
color on each face). The cube is sealed inside the Tel-
A-Vision Box. The magician instantly knows which 
color was selected! Box or cube can be customized. 
$1500,.00/M

Miracle Card Case: This device allows you to change 
one object for another, or cause messages to appear 
like magic. Imprinted on two sides with your logo. 
$1500.00/M 

Number Mystery: Instantly divine a birthday, the 
spectator's age, how much change they have in their 
pocket, or what number they're thinking of!  
$1500.00/M

Custom magic kit:  Complete with your company logo 
and information.  Call for price quote.

Please allow three weeks for production and delivery.  Rush service available.


